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New Pretrial Rules for Civil Cases
Part II: What is Chan edg-
by Richard P. Holme

E
ffective July'1,"2015, the Colorado`Supreme Court has
adopted a series of amendments to the Colorado Rules of
Civil Procedure designed to significantly reduce the cost of

and'delays in litigation and to create a new culture for the handling
of lawsuits. The amended rules will'increase involvement of judges
to establish early and personal judicial oversight of pretrial activi-
ties; provide for expedited discovery motions; change the breadth
of required ̀disclosures; limit discovery to what is needed, not what
is wanted; limit expert discovery; clarify obligarions when respond-
ing to interrogatories and requests for documents; and strengthen
judges' ability to award sanctions for noncompliance with'these
rules. The newly amended rules are available at www courts state.`
co.us/Courts/Supreme_CourtlRule_Changes/2015:cfm (click on
Rule Change 2015(05)).
These revised pretrial rules will apply only to cases filed om or

after July 1, 2015. Cases filed before then will continue to be gov-
erned by the older rules.l This article explains, for both judges and
lawyers, the nature of and jusrification for the changes`and how the
changes endeavor to' foster a new culture and paradigm for han-'
dung civil cases in a way that will be faster and less expensive, while
preserving the necessary search for and applicator of justice.

Reasons for the Changed Rules
With the approaching termination of the Civil Action Pilot

Project (LAPP) in early 2014, the Colorado Supreme Court asked
its Civll Rt~lcs Committee to consider what should be done wit~i
those iules.The Civil 12ules Committee appointed a subcommittee
that considered and recomrriended a number of amendments to
the rules, which were discussed, modified, and approved by the
entire Committee. The Supreme Court solicited written com-
merits, held a public hearing to discuss the proposals, and adopted
the recommended amendments with a few changes.
The reasons .tor these changes arose in conjwlction with a dra-

maticall~~ increased natioinvicle recognition of the problem and the
need for revised rules. The proposed rues were described in the
Apri12015 article in The Color~arlo Lawyer~~ ("Part I: A New Para-
digm"). Thv primary influences on the changes were (1) the

changes to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Federal Rules)..
recommended by the federal Judicial Conference Committee on
Rules of Practice and Procedure, which are expected to be effective
December 1, 2015;4 and (2) the June 30, 2015. expiration of CAPP
for the handling of business actions ,applicable in five of the Denver
metropolitan counties 5 The more.. specific,reasons and justifica-
tions for substantive changes in Colorado's various amended rules
are discussed below The amendments contain a number of other
organizational and non-substantive technical and,conforming
changes that are not detailed in this article.

It is significant that the Supreme Court has adopted. not only the
revised rules (New Rules) discussed below, btlt also a set of Com-
merits that are published along with the New Rules.Thus, interpre-
tatiion of the New Rules, if necessary, should begin with an analysis'
of any pertinent provisions of the Court's "2015 Commentis."

Rule 1—Scope of Rules
Other than the belated removal of the reference to the "S~ipe-

rior Court,"-gone for so long that most readers will have never.
heard of it,b the reason far amending Rule 1 was to make clear the.
intended breadth of its impact. Thus, securing "the just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of every action" is no longer simply a
basis for "liberal construction" of the Civil Rules. As amended,
Rule 1 nowrequires that the rules are also to be "administered and
employed by the court and the parties" to achieve a just, speedy, and
inexpensive determination of all cases. (Emphasis added).
The amended language in Rule 1 is taken verbatim from the

change recommended for Federal Rule 1. As;explained by the £ed-
eral Advisory Committee on Civil Rules (Advisory Committee);
a significant reason for bringing parties under the requirements of
Rule 1 is to emphasize the need for the parties, and their counsel,.
to cooperate with each other to bring about the expeditious and
effective processing of cases.?
No one challenges,the proposition that litigation moves much

more smoothly, quickly, and efficienfly when parties, and especially
the lawyers, cooperate with each other in handling lawsuits.
Although it is diffieu~t to legislate civility,with the broadening of
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Rule 1's applicability,'lawyers can expect courts to remind them

regularly of the importance—and effectiveness—of cooperating

among themselves.

Rule 1 ~—Def~r~s~s ar ~~ Obj~ctiar~~
The changes to Rule 12 are largely cosmetic. Rule 12(a) is bro-

keninto several subsections to make its. provisions. somewhat easier

to find and read. Also, a number of changes were made to amend

gender-based terminology:
It is noteworthy, however, and consistent with the aim of mak-

ing litigation more just, speedy, and inexpensive, that the 2015

Comment to Rule 12 also pointedly notes'that, "The practice of

pleading every affirmative defense listed in Rule 8(c),'irrespective

of a factualbasis for the defense, is improper under C.R'.C.P.

11(a):"The 2015 Comment notes that defenses maybe pleaded

only if well'founded'in fact'and warranted by existing law'or a

good-faith argument for changing existing law If an adequate basis

for a defense'is subsequently discovered, a'defendant may then

move to amend the answer to add it.

Rule 16=Case`Management'
The case management provisions of Rule 16(b) through (e) are

largely rewritten, anc~ the central focus of case management has

been significantly changed. The primary change. has been to in-

volve the trial judge in case management personally and actively

from an early stage of the case. As noted in "Part 1: A New Para-,

digm" in describing the proposed aiziendments to the Federal

Rules, the federal Advisory Committee said,"What is needed can

be'described' n cwo words—cooperationand proportionality—and

one phrase—sustained, active, hands-on' judicial case manage-

ment"g Likewise, this judicial involvemenf and oversight were cru=

cial' and widely appreciated aspects of CAPP by both lawyers and

judges.9 Early, active judicial'case management is also an impor-

tant factor emphasized by leading judges nationwide.10
Early judicial involvement should include review and discussion

of a number of matters, depending on the-individual case. It caii

and should include identifying pleading and discovery'issues pro-

portional to the needs of the case, narrowing the claims and de-

fenses, focusing and targeting' discovery, establishing limits on

allowable discovery, emphasizing the expectation that parties must

cooperate civilly and efficiently, and"setting a firm trial date.il

New Rule 16 provides that the initial case management confer-

ence will be held within forty-nine days of the at issue date of the

case.12 There is nothing in the Rule, however, that precludes a

judge from initiating; an'earlier, in-person (or telephonic or video)

status conference. Indeed, a number of jud~;cs use such early con-

ferences:13 There are several matters that can be accomplished at

such an early status conference and probably within about fifteen

minutes. For example, the court can impress on the parties its view

of the importance that counsel cooperate and maintain civility; and

in smaller cases, it can urge the parties to give serious considera-

tion to using Simplified Procedure under Rule 16.1 as a means of

avoiding the need to prepare a proposed case management order

(proposed order). (One of the reasons Simplified Procedure was

successful during its pilot phase, under Judges Harlan Buckman

and Christopher Munch, but was not as successful later, vas that

the pilot judges specifically urged parties to use simplified proce-

dure, but subsequent judges generally have not affirmatively

encouraged its use.) The court can also urge parties to demonstrate

genuine cooperation and to agree on appropriately proportional

discovery in:their proposed order so they can avoid the necessity

of a subsequent initial case management conference, asprovided in

Rule 16(4)(3). Addirionally, the court can-encourage reducing

unnecessary claims and defenses, as well as targeting initial disco-

ery on a key issue or issues in the case.
To facilitate meaningful case management, the parties will need

to communicate early in the case to prepare a proposed order that

will provide the court the basic information it needs to meaning-

fullyparticipate. The new Rule 16 also anticipates an ,expanded use

of oral motions and the potential for more. regular contact between

the parties and the judge to keep the case moving efficiently.. ,

The.. revisions to Rule 16 reflect several matters learned. both

from LAPP and from the case management experience. of the

members o£Civil Rules Committee. Under LAPP, case manage-

ment conferences were to be attended in person by lead counse1;14

they were to be preceded by-a fairly,extensive report of pertinent

matters; and they were then followedby a ease management order

from the judge.ls Thereafter, courts,were instnzcted, by CAPP to

provide "active case management," including prompt conferences

by telephone if permitted by the court.lb Firm trial dates were to

be set at the case management conference and not changed absent

extraordinary circumstances.l~
After more than two years.. of experience with CAPP, the Insti-

tute for the Advancement of the American Legal System

(IAALS) atthe University of Denver published its report of the

case,data and-experience of lawyers and judges with LAPP_ based

on surveys, interviews,. and reviews: of case: filings.18 For lawyers,

"CAPP's focus on early, active and ongoing judicial management

of cases received more positive feedback than any.. other: aspect of

the project."19 Similarly, judges found that the initial case manage-

ment conference was "the mosrtisefiil tool for determining apro-

portonate pretrial process."20
The use of the "presumed case management order"was adopted

by the Colorado Supreme Court in 2002 as a means of reducing

the-time attorneys. spend preparing individual proposed arders

Nonetheless, the intervening years have shown that it also isolated

the judges from involvement in the early and frequently most ex-

pensive and time-consuming aspects' of litigation. The presumed

case managemezrt order also had the`somewhat F~erverse effect of

disengaging the lead trial Iawyers from much thought or collabora-

Lion with opposing a~unsel about the genuine needs of the case.

Thus; insome cases, much of the pretrial disclosure and discovery

was left iii the hands of junior lawyers with less experience and

..little or no independent resporlsibility and accountability to the

judici~~l system. The prevailing culture of"leave no stone uizturned

regardless of the cost" remained unchanged.
Prior to the current amendments, Rule 16(b) normally meant

that no case management order would be issued by the court. The

Rule itself became the "presumptive" order, unless the parties filed

either a stipulated or disputed case managcinent order withi~i

forty-two days of the at-issue date.~Experience suggests that hatriiig

an actual court: order improves-compliance wieh the discovery

terms and is easier. to enforce, when needed. Without judicial

awareness ofpretirial activities, lawyer~'financi~l incentives and con-

cerns about. protection against possible future malpractice claims

meant that many cases proceeded on a "give us everything" basis

without independent oversight and supervision.
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Although'Rule 16(b) focuses on the initial case management
conference, courts and parties should note that nothing in this rule
prevents additional status conferences when the need becomes
apparent. Indeed, in compleac cases, it maybe desirable to have reg-
ularly scheduled status conferences (for example, "3:30 p.m. on xhe
last Friday of every month") to deal with new issues that may have
arisen or to determine which conference can be cancelled if no new
problems have arisen that would benefitfrom the court's partici-
pation and oversight.

Rule 16(a)—Purpose and Scope
First, and importanfly, the Civil Rules Committee did not revise

Rule 16(a). The message and meaning of that section remain sig-
nificant and..shouldcreatethe environment for the remainder of
Rule 16 (and all other pretrial matters).
(a) Purpose and Scope. The purpose of this Rule 16 is to estab-
lish auniform, court-supervised procedure involving case man-
agement which encourages professionalism and .cooperation
among counsel and parties to facilitate disclosure, discovery, pre
trial and trial procedures.

This purpose carries added weight and reemphasizes the expan-
sion of Rule 1's requirement that court and.. parties now also ad-
minister and employ these nzles to secure the just, speedy, and inex-
pensive determination of every.action.

Rule 16(b)-Case Management Order
This section ofRule 16 has been completely revised. The par-

ties must now prepare and submit to the court a proposed :order
notlater than forty-twodaysafter the case is atissue.There is'now
an approved form—JDF$22—thatcanbedownloaded and filled
in xo comply with this requirement. The proposed order is to be
submitted in editable format so that the court can make whatever
amendments to the'proposed'order it deems to be appropriate and
desirable. It is expectedshat many proposed-orders will have
attached pages providing the information requested in the form.
Also, when the parties are not in agreement on certain issues, each
party must supply;on the form its awn version of the informarion
sought by any particular inquiry.
Although :there are a number of items of information that must

be included, the judges who had experience with the use of a de-
taled form under CAPP21 have concluded that the greater amount
of information was necessary for them to effectively provide guid-
ance at thecasemanagement conference. While the required irifor-
mation will necessitate more thought and more conferring at-the
outset of the case by parties and xheir counsel, this information
should, in any event; be discussed early in the case if the goal of
just, speedy, and inexpensive is to be approached. Furthermore,
although some'dawyers complain that preparation of this informa-
tion is unnecessary"front-loading" of expense, counsel and parties
will need this same information to evaluate and expedite anypos-
sible settlement ar xo consider the wisdom of proceeding to trial.
Each of-the requirements contained in=revised'Rule 16(b) is

described below Readers are cautioned to read the text of the rules,
because not all details of each subsection are discussed.
Rule 16(b)(1~At-issue date. The-at-issue date still triggers the

timing requirements of the proposed order, initial disclosures, and
discovery. The at-issue date remains the`day when: all partesha~e
been served and all Rule 7 pleadings haae been filed, or defaults or

dismissals have been entered. The at-issue date is included in the
proposed order for the court's information.
Rule 16(b)(2)—Responsible'Attorney. As in the prior Rule

16(b)(2), the'responsible attorney is charged with organizing and
preparing the proposed order and the steps leading to the prepa-
ration of that order. Normally, theresponsible attorney will be
plaintiff's counsel, unless the plaintiff is ~ro`se; in xhat case the re-
sponsible attorney maybe the defendant's counsel. The proposed
order must identify the responsible attorney and pro~ride contact
information for the court's use.
Rule 16(b)(3)—Meet and Confer. Within two weeks of the at-

issue date, lead counsel and unrepresented parties are to confer
about the case and the proposed order. The rule specifically calls
for these conferences to beperson-to-person ("in person or byxele-
phone") so that ordinary e-mails .are insufficient to comply. Indeed,
it is anticipated that preparing. proposed orders may require multi-
ple conferences and meetings. To ensure these;conferences take
place in a timely fashion, xhe rule also requires that-the proposed
order list the dates and identities of persons participating in those
conferences. The conferences are held to discuss the basis for xhe
claims and defenses, anticipated initial disclosures, the proposed
order,: and rpossible dates for the case management conference. The
responsible attorney, who has arranged the conference, must abtain
a .date for the case management conference from the court: This
sounds like a lot of time and effort; but if started in a timely fashion
(and much can be done even before the final pleadings are filed),
it should normally be easy to accomplish, because the time between
the at-issue date and the case management conference can be up
to seven weeks, and the proposed order does not have to be filed
until one week before the case management conference.
Rule 16(b)(4)-Descripfiomofthe Case. To advise the court of

the nature of the case, each party must prepare aone-page {dou-
ble-spaced) description of the case, including identification of the
issues to be tried. Obviously, this is not intended to be a detailed
factualrecitation or a regurgitation of the entire complaint. It sim-
ply needs to be enough for xhe court to :tell; for. example, whether
this is a single or multiple car accident, an antitrust case, or a build-
ing defect dispute. If publishers such as West Publishing can'sum-
marize a case decision in a paragraph or two, it was felt-that par-
ties to the litigation should also be able t~ describe the case suc-
cincfly.
Rule;16(b)(5)-Pending Motions. When there are motions

under Rule 12 or otherwise thathave not been resolved or,ruled
onrwhen the proposed order:is>submitted, they are to be listed so
the courtwill be reminded<of them: Parties should be prepared to
argue or discuss those morions at the case management conference,
even if the'-time for fullbriefing has not expired. The court may
decide xhem'at that time, either by ~-vritten order or orally from the
bench.
Rule 16(b)(6)—evaluation of Proportionality. For other than

smaller, routine cases, this maybe one of the more important parts
of the proposed- order. Itwill not be unusual for one of the major
topics of discussion': at the case management conference to'be the
proportionality of desired discovery, with the courtdeciding how
much discovery is'appropriate under the circumstances of xhe case.
To the extent that the parties are seeking either more discovery
than the limits set out in Rule 26(b)(2) or are seeking to limit even
that discovery, this is the portion of :the proposed order in which
to address xhose issues. Parties should at least discuss the propor-
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tionality considerations listed in Rule 26(b)(1) that are relevant to

the case at hand. These: may include: (1) the importance-of the
issues at stake in.the action, (2) the amount in controversy, (3) the
parties'relative access to relevant information, (4) the parties'
resources, (5) the importance of the c~isc~very 3.n. resolving,the

issues, and (6) whether the burden or expense of the proposed dis-
covert' outweighs its likely benefit. Individual cases may have addi-

tional matters that a court should consider, and they should be
identified in this section ofxhe proposed order.
Rule 16(b)(7)—Initial Exploration of Prompt Settlement and

Prospects for Settlement. The parties are required to discuss possi-
ble setflement, describe the prospects;for settlement, and rprovide
future dates for mediation. or arbitration. Experience shows. that
more<than 95% of the cases will not go to trial,: so this requirement

merely reflects that reality and seeks to have xhe parties start the
discussions earlier rather xhan later. The discussion may also be
helpful: in organizing discovery. For example, if the defendant
believes •that liability is probably going to be established but that it
needs to understand the plaintiff's damages before settlement dis-
cussions are likely to be useful, the parties or court may suggest
phasing discovery to focus om damages before going into all other
areas. This way, settlement can be reopened'before unnecessary
sums are spent on less pertinent issues. Thus, in this example, pro-
posed dates for settlement could be set for shortly after the pro-
jected date for completing discovery on damages.
-Rule 16(b)(8)—Proposed Deadlines for Amendments: This

provision moves the date for amending pleadings and adding par-
ties up to two-weeks from the deadline-in prior-Rule;16(b)(8)'.
However, if this deadline is' unnecessary or' can be moved sooner
to the case management conference, thatfact shouldbe addressed
in this portion ofxhe proposed order: The justification for fifteen

weeks following the. at-issue date is seven weeks for the case man-

agement conference, five weeks for the first ser of'discovery
responses, and three weeks to prepare any amendments. Of course,
nothing prevents parries from taking deposirions to investigate this

subject following the case management conference or requesting

expedited writtten discovery.-responses related to this-issue. Parties

should be prepared for the possibility thaf the court may not

believe that much time is needed and may expedite this deadline
to keep the case moving.
Rule 16(b)(9)—Disclosures. The parties' initial disclosures

under Rule 26(a)(1) are`due twenty-eight days following xhe at-
issue date—that isxhree weeks before the case management con-
ference deadline. The proposed order must state when those dis-
closureswere actually madeand when the documents were pro-
duced. Because parties sometimes disagree on,whether the

disclosures are complete, this<proposed orderrequests that any ob-
jections to'the other parties' disclosures: be addressed here. This

way, there is a significant likelihood that the judge can rule on

those issues at the' case management conference' without further

delay. Indeed, Rule 26(a)(1) specifically prohibits filing motions

objecting to allegedly inadequate disclosures prior to the case man-

agement conference. This is required because the adequacy of dis-

closures normally can be more easily addressed in person at the

casemanagement conference atxhe same time the court is consid-
ering issues of proportionality.
Rule 16(b)(10)—Computation and Discovery Relatingxo

Damages. Rule 26(a)(1)(C) requires (and has for years) disclosure

of categories of damages, a computation of damages, and support-

ing documents. That requirement is not changed in the New

Rules. However, experience has shown that frequently claimants
will assert that they have notbeen able to establish those calcula-
tions or to have gatheredthe supporting documents. Because this
information is often crucial to resolving the case through settle-
ment discussions, this new provision demands: at-least that if the
disclosures have not been made, the claiming party must explain
why it was unable to provide the disclosures as required and-when
it expects that it can produce those disclosuresiand documents. If
the court believes the delay does not result from inability to pro-
vide the damages or that the delay is too distant, it may well
shorten those time limits when it issues the case management
order.
Rule 16(b)(11)—Discovery Limits and Schedule: This provi-

sion essentially incorporates the presumptive limits on discovery
contained in Rule 26(b)(2), although it expressly permits parties to
request more or less discovery and allows the court to 'either
increase or decrease those limits after considering the proporton-
ality factors in Rule 26(b)(1) Parties should expect to be asked to
support any changes in discovery when they attend the case man-
agement conference. The changes in authorized discovery may not
only impact numbers'of deponents or allowed hours of deposirions,
but might also limit the number of interrogatories, requests to pro-
duce documents, or requests for admissions. Before attending the
case management conference, parties should think about what spe-
cific written discovery they might want, especially interrogatories
and requests for admission, because some judges and lawyers
believe that such discovery is often unproductive or not propor-
tional.
This provision also estiablishes that discovery may not com-

mence until the case management order is served: This delay is in-
corporated to allow the court to expand or limit discovery before
theparties begin under possibly erroneous assumptions as to what
discovery will be allowed or limited: Likewise, the deadline for dis-
covert' is set for not later than forty-nine days before trial—a date
the court can alter if appropriate:
A provision relating to discovery-limits-allows the-court-to con-

siderlimits on awardable costs. For example, a court might include
in the order that it will not allow recovery of videotape charges for
depositions, travel costs far out-of-state depositions of relatively
unimportant witnesses, or travel costs for the depositions that
could be taken. telephonically. The parties can. consider how badly
they really need that discovery.
Rule l6(b)(12~Subjects for Expert Testimony. This subsec-

tion asks the parties to identify subject areas for anticipated expert
testimony both for retained. experts and for percipient witnesses of
facts who may also be asked to provide opinion testimony (such as
the invesrigatingpolice officer, the attending physician, or a party's
accountant) If parties on one: side of a case are seeking more than

one retained expert per subject, they must show the good cause for

them, consistentwith proportionality. (A case for negligent heart
surgery may justify: more experts than a case far negligent setting of

a broken arm.)'Sometimes, parties on one side of the case may have
different perspectives and need additional experts, which this pro-
vision allows: For ea~ample, plaintiffs in medical malpractice cases
may sue hospitals, nurses, and doctors, each of whom may want to
have available expert testimony as to why they are not liable but
other defendants might be: The same problem can be routinely
expected in building defect cases.
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Rule 16(b)(13)—Proposed Deadlines far Expert Disclosures.
Expert disclosures are to be made within the time limits estab-
fished in Rule 26(a)(2)(C) unless some different date is set in this
subsection. For example, it might be expeditious for discovery to
focus on liability at the outset and, therefore, to :have liability ex-
pens provide their disclosures early so parries can attempt to settle
or so the court could consider summary judgment on that issue
before the parties undergo the entire panoply of discovery.
Rule 16(b)(14)—Oral Discovery Motions. A sigiuficat~t ziutn-

ber of judges have found that requiring discovery disputes to be
presented on short notice :and orally is much faster, cheaper, and
more efficentthan using an extended written motion briefing
schedule and then plowing;through dozens of pages of briefs?2
Other judges require that motions be written and fullybriefed.
Because of the substantial potential sayings in time and expense of
oral motions, it was felt desirable to bring this issue to everyone's
attention and to;have the judge-advise the lawyers of the judge's
practice in<this respect. If the lawyers are not already: aware ofxhe
court's procedures, they'should leave unmarkedrthe choice of
"(does)(doesinot) require discovery motions to be presented orally"
in the proposed order. The judge can then mark out the nappro=
priate one or may insert amore extensive description of the judge's
desires concerning discoverymotions.
Rule 16(b)(15)-Electronically Stored Information. The fed-

eral courts have tended to impose exhaustive and frequenfly over-
ous requirements on paxries with respect to preservation, produc-
tion and handling of electronically stored information (ESI).23
The: Colorado Civil Rules Committee on the other hand has been
reluctant to impose specificrequirements on'all Colorado cases pri-
manly because more than 50% of the civil cases seek relief of under
$100,000 and very°few seek as much as $l million. Thus, while
cases will almost inevitably have some nformation<that is in the
form of ESI, a large proportion of those cases in Colorado courts
will not involve unusual amounts of relevant ESI, and parties act-
ing in good faith can normally find it easy to agree on and produce
that information.
Where, however; it appears early in>the case that a significant

amount of the discoverable ESI will be involved, the parties: must
discuss, attempt to resolve, and report initheproposed order (1)
issues of any search terms that should be used; (2) production;
preservation, andxestoration of ESI (3) the form of production
(for;example;:narive format, with or without metadata, etc.); and,
if significant; (4) an estimate of the related cost ofsuch production.
Here, as in many,aspects of litigation,,genuine cooperation and
communication among counsel can save'thousands of dollars,
weeks or months of time, and substantial brain damage to all con=
cerned. This provision does not attempt to draw a;sharp line be-
tween whether and whew such-details are xo be included, because
this decision'must be made'on a case-by-case basis. Whatever is
decided, the,parties should expect to be asked about if by the judge
at the case managementconference.
Even if discovery of ESI is relatively;simple and;noncontrover-

sial, it is important to address this topic soon;after the case'is at
issue so the parties can understand what problems, if any, might be
anticipated.`Even an agreement thatthe parties will work together
and do not need special!provisionscan smooth the way for better
cooperation, less time, and less :expense.

-Rule 16(b)(16)—Trial Date and Length of Trial. The parties
should discussandreport on`their sense as to when-they expect to

complete discovery, as well as the expected length of the trial itself.
In most cases, the :parties shouldexpect that the court will set a trial
date-during. the case. management conference. However, some
courtsdecline to set trial dates until the completion of discovery or
some other date further into the case preparation. This provision
allows for both situations Still, most judges expect that the case
will be tried on the first trial date, so parties should not count on
easy or automatic extensions of a trial date.
'Rule l6(b)(17)—Other Appropriate Matters. This portion of

thereport is simply'a catch-all for other' ssues unigtic to the-par-
ticular case.
Rule 16(b)(18)-Entry of Case Management Order. Once the

proposed order is prepared for filing, lead counsel are to=approve
and sign it before filing. After .the case management :conference
and after reviewing and making anychanges:the;court deems nec-
essary or appropriate, the court shall sign xhe document, atwhich
time it will become xhe official case managementcorder and will
bind the parties thereafter; unless modified pursuant to Rule 16(e).

Rule 96(c)—Pretrial Motions
The;provisions of the prior Rule 16(c) (modified case manage-

mentorders) are completely: deleted because that section related to
modificarions of presumptive case management orders, which have
been repealed. Modification of those'orders is now moot. In its
place, the provisions of former Rule 16(b)(9) have been :moved ver-
batim to Rule 16(c). Thus, the need to file ;pretrial motions and
motions in limine thirty-five days:before trial, summary judgment
motions ninety-one days before trial,-.andchallenges to theadmis-
sibility> of expert testimony seventy days before trial remain intact.

Rule 16(d)—Case Management Conferences
Again, because the prior version of this section related to resolu-

tion of disputed modified case management orders, or specially
requested case management conferences; this section has been
completely rewritten and is now a focal point o£ the effort to bring
early, active judicial case management to the forefronti of civil liti-
gation.The impettis for this change was from several sources. The
ACTL Final Report states:
We believe that pretrial conferences should be held early. and
that in those. conferences courts should identif~~ pleading and
discovery issues, specify when they should be addressed az~d
resolved, describe the types of limited discovery that will beper-
witted and set a timetable for completion. We also believe the
conferences are impartant for a speedy and efficient resolution
of the litigation because they allow the court to set directions
aild guidelines early iii the case.`'

This conclusion was bolstered by the interviews with outstanding
Trial judges, virtually all of whom use in-person, initial case man-
agement conferences 25
Similarly, an amendment to Federal Rile 16(b) strikes the prior

reference to scheduling conferences (the federal term for case man-
agement conferences) being held by "telephone, mail, or' other
means."Although the text of the federal rule suggests that sched-
cling conferences are to be conducted in person, the accompany-
ing Committee Note urges that the conference be held "in person,
by telephone or by more sophisticated electronic.means," antcipat-
ingvideo conferences26 The Note adds that a "scheduling confer-
ence is more.effective if the court and parties engage in direct
simultaneous communication."?~
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Colorado Rule'16(d)(1) requires that the case management con-

ference be held no later than forty-nine days (seven weeks) after

the case is at issue. There is no prohibition on the court setting an

earlier conference or'on the parties seeking: an earlier date from the

couri
Rule 16(d)(2)>provides that lead counsel for the parties and any

unrepresented parties are to bepresentat the case management

conference in person, unless allowed by the court to attend by tele-
phone or video conference, if available. That subsection calls for
parties xo be prepared xo "discuss the proposed order, issues requir-

ing resolution and any special circumstances of the case." Experi-
enced judges who have previously used in-person case manage-
ment conferences suggest that there are a number of matters xhat

can be discussed and clarified to create case preparation procedures

that are in'fact just, speedy, and inexpensive.28
Rule 16(d)(3) provides the one:exceptionfor personalcase man-

agement conferences. Where all parties are represented by counsel

and'counsel agree, they'may submit' a request to the court to dis-

pense with a case management conference. This does not, however,

dispense with the need to prepare and file. a proposed order. The

court can grant the request if (1) there appear to be no unusual

issues that might be better dealt witk by the couxt early in the case;

(2) counsel appear to be working>together'collegially; and (3) the
proposed order appears to be consistent with' the best interests of

the parties and is proportional to the needs of the case. It is

expected that it will be the smaller cases and those with fewer fac-

foal and legal issues for which courts will' more likely dispense with

the case management conferences. Counsel' can-clearly aid their

request ifthey can demonstrate bya'clear; concise, and limited pro-

posed order that they are—and are likely to continue to be—work-
ing together in the spirit of obtaining a just, speedy, and inexpen=

sive resolution.

Rule 16(e)=Amendment of Case`Management Orders
All̀ amendments to`case management orders, whether for exten-

sion of deadlines or otherwise, must be supported by specific show-
ings of good cause for the timing of ehc request and for its neces-
sity. I£applicable, the showing of good cause needs to address the

provisions of Rule 26(b)(2)(F), describing fictors for determining

good"caixse, discussed below.111though this amc;nded rule is essen-

tially the same. as the prior version of this n~1c, because the details

of the new case management orders are more extea~sive, there may

be more need'to ree~uest amendments: If counsel ab ee to changes

that do not affect the court (far example, they agree to take de~osi-

tions two weeks before trial), the parties must assume that if-the
agreement isbreachcd byone of tl~e parties, the cotu-e will refuse

to enforce the agreement azid will look.askance at counsel willing

to act inconsistenfly with the "case management order.

Rule 16.1—Simplified Procedure
Rule 16.1(f~ and ~h~—Case Management;Orders snd Certifica-

tion of Compliance. The amendments to Rule 16.1 regarding sim-
plifiedprocedure..are- minimal; but provide another incentive: to use

that xnethod`of dealing with lawsuits under $100,00029 Sections

16.1(f) and (h) incorporate by reference. some: provisions: from Rule

16.'Because someof the' incorporated provisions of Rule 16 have

beenxenumbered, the corresponding provisions in Rule 16.1 have

been renumbered to remain consistent. The significant change in

Rule 16.1 is that the parties under: Simplified Procedure do not

have to prepare or file a proposed order or attend: a case manage-

ment conference unless they wish to. This exception was designed
to maintain the simplified procedure with minimal paperwork for

these smaller, less complicated cases. <'

Rule'26—General Provisions Governing.., . , ..
Discovery and Duty of Disclosure
The amendments: to Rule 26 relating to discovery.and disclo-

sures are the most significant of all the new amendments. As
described in "Part L•>A New Paradigm," these amendments are

central to a nationwide effort to change the litigation culture from

"discover all you want" to "discover only what you need''They are
intended: to enforce the urgent need xo make cases just, speedy, and
inexpensive; to reopen genuine access to the judicial system for
many parties that haue been priced'or delayed out of their ability
to use or interest in using the courts to'resolve disputes; and to
reinvigorate' confidence and trust in the courts and judges. As
stated in the 2015 Comment to Rule 26, these amendments "allow
discovery of what aparty/lawyer needs to prove its case, but not
what aparty/lawyer wants to know about the subject of acase"—
the amendments "emphasize the applicarion of the concept of pro-
portionalityxo disclosure and discovery, with robust,disclosurefol-
lowed bylimited discovery." (Emphasis in original.)
These. changes should persuade parties and counsel to sharpen

therfocus; to relinquish the idea xhat they must discover every

conceivable fact that may have some remote relevance'to their gen-

eral dispute; to recognize that justice delayed is justice denied; and

to acknowledge that unchecked expense is more frequently`used as
an unjust sword than a shield against injustice: The cultural change
is not expected to be immediately popular with some triallawyers,
or clients with unlimited litigation budgets, but the change may
help lawyers to become better trial lawyers when they learn they
must focus their cases and use thoughtful cross-examination in
place of discovery paper blizzards.
As deta$ed below; the amendments call for more precise early

disclosures—of both'the favorable and'the harmful information.
They redefine discoverable information to limit it to that which re-
lates to the claims and defenses of the specific case and,: more sig-
nificant, require that discovery be proportional to the needs of the
case at issue. At this initial disclosure stage, the information to be
disclosed is that which is "then known and reasonably available to
the party."In complex: cases with many possible witnesses and mu1-
titudes of documents, the limitation to those things "then known

and readily available" should be reasonably applied, while recalling

that this initial disclosure does not terminate the continuing re-

quirement of disclosure. Disclosures must be supplemented under
Rule26(e) "when a party learns that the information is incomplete

or incorrect," unless complete and correct information has already

been provided in discovery responses. However, nothingpermits in-
formation subject to mandatory'disclosure to be withheld while

waiting to see whether the opposing party will request it in discov-
ery.

Although subject to change by the court, considering propor-

tionality, xhe amendments limit the numbers of expert witnesses,
call for more comprehensive written expert disclosures, limit dis-
covery ofcommunications between counsel and their experts, and
limit expert testimony to that which has been previously disclosed.
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The amendments reduce the .normal deposition rimes from seven
hours to six hours.

Rule 26(a)(1)—Disclosures
The Good,. fhe Bad and the Ugly
The first visible change in this subsection is to make clew- what

should have been the standard for years. The opening sentence
requires parties to make initial disclosw~es, without awaiting a dis-
coveryrequest; of four categories of information: identific~~tion of
possible witnesses; production of certain doeLuiierits; description of
categories of damages, in addition to computations of cconoinic
damages; and production of potential insurance agreements. The
clan$cation in this initial amendment is that the information is to
be disclosed "~vhethcr or not supportive of the disclosing party's
claims or defenses."
In 2000, the Federal Rules were a~.nended to limit disclosure to

information "a disclosing part~~ may use to support its claims or de-
ferlses."30 Colorado dediued to adopt that limitation, thus requir-
ing disclosw-e of a]1 of the information listed in Rulc 26(x)(1). One
of the reasons for declining to adopt the federal 1imiYarion was the
belief of Yhc Civil Rules Committee that failw-e to produce adverse
information would only cause delay while waiting for the oppos-
ingparty do request such adverse information in its initial set of in-
terrogatorics and document requests. Thus, for example, in an em-
ployment discharge case, the employer must produce not only
memos, notes, and e-mails criticizing the plaintiff-employee's be-
ha~rior, but. also the memos, notes, and e-mails Z~raisinb the em-
ployee'sperformance.
Some lawyers complain that this clarification is contrary to their

ethical obligation to represent their clients. However, law3~ers must
also recall that they act as "an officer- of the legal system,"~~ and in
that light, among other things, have professional responsibilities to
bring or maintain meritorious claims,32 to expedite Iitigation,33 to
be candid with the tribunal,~~4 to be fair to opposing partiesand
cot~nse1,35 and to be t~-ut~lful ii1 statements to others.~~ The fact that
any of these obligations may impinge on a client's interests or de-
sires does not weaken their application to the lavvyer.
Subsections 26(x)(1)(11) (identity of individuals) and (B) (docu-

ments) have both been revised to require disclosures not just o~
names and documents concerning "disputed facts alleged with par-
ticularity in the pleadings," but to disclose names and documents
relevant to the "claims and defensesof any party:"Therefore, in an
automobile collision negligence case with a statute o~f .limitations
defense, both the plaintiff acid defendant must }provide names of
individuals "likely to have discoverable informarion"about both the
collision and the statute of limitations.
Subsection {A) (list ofindividuals)-has also been amended to re-

quire more thanthe Warne, address, and "subjects of information."
Ì~oo often parties may provide a list (fi~equenTly as many names as
the party can think of) with a description of the subject of their
kno~~ledge such as "these individuals may have information about
the claims in this case."This, of course, s,uscicss and often is inten-
tionally designed ro make it clifficult for the opposing party> to have
any real idea of tivho it might want to depose or interview. The re-
vised subsection (A) now requires,~in addition to the naiues;
addresses, and phone numbers of disclosed individuals, a "brief
descri~~tion of the specific informatiori'the individual in "lalown or
believed to possess." (Emphasis added.) The wording of this provi-

sion is notdesigned to require binding disclosures used to limit the
scope of possible trial testimony,such as is;required from testifying
experts: Rather, it is designed, far example, to revealwho was re-
sponsible for deciding to discharge the .plaintiff/employee; who
directly participated in negotiating the key contractual provision;
and who hired the allegedly negligent company truck driver. For
essentially the same reasons, subsection (B) {list of documents)
now requires that a listing of the subject matter of documents be
provided i n addition to the category of documents.

Challenging Inadequate Disclosures
An important change is found in the last sentenceof the second

pazagraph of Rule 26(a)(1), which was imported from the experi-
ence gained ti-om CAPP.1VIotions challcn~ing the adequacy of
another party's disclosures n7ay no ]onger be filed prior to the iiutial
ease management conference. There are several reasons for t~iis
limitation. First, the parties are to note concerns relating to the
other party's disclosures in the proposed order (Rule 16(b)(9)) so
that ~liese issues can be addressed at the. case managcinent conifer-
ence. Thcprocess of listing the asserted shortcomings will, itself,
cieate the need for counsel to confer about these issues and per-
haps resolve some of them. The identification of asserted failures
to disclose should be much shorter than a motion to compel. Fur-
ther, one of the court's significant tasks at the case managemenE
conference is to determine the aj~propriate level ofproportionalily
for disclosure acid discovery purposes. The court's ruling on this
issue may indicate that some of the alleged shortcomings in dis-
closures are not proportional to the case and need not be disclose
for that reason alone. Additionally, the cow~t can probabl}~ resolve
the issues and concerns while conducting the case managenienf
coi~Fereilce without any need for briefing of a motion to compel.

Rule. 26(a)(2)—Disclosure of Expert Testimony
The disclosure rules for witnesses providing opinion testimony

continue to provide different requirements for disclosures of two
classes ofpersons allowed to render opinion testimony. Persons
retained or specially employed to provide expert: testimony are
referred to in Rule 26(a)(2)(B)(I) as "retained experts."Persons who
are not specially retained or employed to give expert testimony in
the case but;who are expected to present testimony concerning
their personal knowledge of relevant facts,'along with their opin-
ion tesrimony relating to those facts, are referred to in Rule 26(x)(2)
(B)(II) as "other experts."
The major:. differences in the amended rule are;that summaries

of expert testimony. are no:longer allowed, and :experts :will be
allowed to testify on directrexamination only about matters "dis-
closed in detail," in conformity with the .rule. This limitation was
included in CAPP and judges enforced it rather strictly. Thesewit
nesses are not required to anticipate issues or areas of inquiry that
maybe brought up in cross=examination, and may testify about
such Iareas without-prior disclosure. Indeed, the knowledge that
witnesses may testify only as-#o opinions :disclosed in their reports
should allow'opposing parties to plan;much more focused; precise,
and concise cross-examinations.
Experience with'summaries of expert testimony<has revealed

that there can be so much background that is omitted that either
the opposing party;is blind: to what:-testimony to expect or, as is
usually the case, needs to take an extensive deposition to try to flesh
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out the expert's testimony. These more extensive depositions add

significant cost xo .the.. party taking the. deposition, both im the

hours:preparing for and the time, actually spent deposing the

expert. Furthermore, once a deposition is taken, many courts will

na€limit testimony to the: surrimary if the subject was or could

have been covered in the deposition itself:The fundamental objee-

tives here are to require parries using retained experts to fully dis-

close their opinions and bases for those opinions: so that the par-
ties can more accurately evaluate the strength of their cases and to

reduce or eliminate the need to take the expert's depositions in the

first place.

Rule'26(a)(2)(B)(I)—Retained Experts
The revised rule now requires full written reports of The expert's

expected testirnony. There is no requirement that the expert mast

personally prepare the report because frequenfly lawyers work

closely with the experts to tailor and limit the testimony to what is

most necessary for the case. Determining who is responsible for

selecting each word o£ the report is not deemed significant. What

is significant is that the expert ~yitness must sign the report and

tk~ereby accept responsibility for both what the report says .and

inchides and what it omits.

Much of the remainder of the changes in this portion of the rule

is a clarification of certain required partions of expert reparts that

have been irl existence for ycu-s.Thc most critical part of the report

will be the complctie statement of all opinions and the basis and

reasons for those opinions. The word "complete" here supports the

requirement that experts be limited in their direct testimony to

what is disclosed in the report. This does not require a proposed

transcript of the witness's direct examination. However, before the

report is complete, lawyers should plan that direct examination in

detail to make sure nothing cnicial is omitted. Lawyers should not

rely on the assumption that the opposing party will depose the ex-

pert and open the door for further "supplementiatiori' of the wit-

ness's opinions.
Other amendments clarify that'the data and other information

considered by the witness in forming opinions is listed but need

not be included. The information' considered, however, should be

both that which is relied on and that which was rejected in forming

the opinions. Likewise, literature<to be used during the e~ert's tes-

timony needs to be identified and referenced in the report, but

need not be provided. On the other hand, copies of e~ibits to be

used must be provided with the report, along with' the expert's

qualifications, a list of publications authored by the witness within

the prior ten years, and a list of deposition or trial testimony given

by the expertwithin-the preeeding-four years.- - -

The amended rule now mandates more information aboutthe

compensation to be paid the retained expert. Experts have been

known to testify that they are to be paid $_ per hour, but they

are not sure how manyhours have been spent yet, or they have only

been paid a small portion of their fee because most of xheir billings

have not been rendered orpaid yet. Now, reports must include!the

expert's fee agreement or schedule for the study, preparation, and

testimony; and an itemization of the fees incurred, whether`or not

actually billed or paid. The time spent must be included in the' re-

port and must be supplemented fourteen days before trial. In short,

jurors are entitled to know what the expert's true, total compensa-

tion is not just what may have beenpaid to the expert as of the day

of the expert's initial report.

Rule 26(a)(2)(8)(11)—other Expems
These witnesses are frequently investigating police officers at

accident or crime scenes; treating physicians; and employees such

as business owners, accounting personnel, supervisors, mechanics,

and cons~x~c~ion personnel with sp~c~alized, relevant background

and experience, as well as personalla~owledge of the events in suit.

Especially for those who are not employees of a party, it is often

difficult to arrange for the' necessary time for them to prepare

extensive reports of their planned testimony. Testimony from non-
specally retained or employed witnesses who will give opinions

must be disclosed citlier by written'reports .signed by the witness, or

by statements prepared and signed by counsel or by any unrepre-

sented party.'rhe allowance of statements prepared and signed by

counsel recognizes that frequently, witnesses such as police officers

or treating doctors cannot or will not rake time mailable to review
or sign a written disclosure statement. In either event, the witness

will be limited to testify i~ oii direct about matters disclosed in

detail in the report or statement. Again,tl~e report or statement

must include' all opinions to be expressed, together with the bases

and7easons therefor. Thies, a statement that the treating physician

"will testify about the patient's medical recordsand their impact on

the physicians treatment of the patient"will not meet this test.
Additionally, the report or statement must list'any qualificarions of

the witness needed to support allowing the'witness to have and

express admissible'opinions, and must include copies of any

e~ibits to be`used to support'the opinions.
A feature bf ̀other` [non-retained] experts" is that they are not

called to testify in'the case'because they have been specially

retained as independent experts to offer opinions. They are called

as fact witnesses with'personal informarion relating to the case, and

through training or experience are qualified to offer opinions useful

to the jury based on facts they observed. In short, as' noted in the

Supreme Court's 2015 Cotiments, non-retained experts are peo-

ple whose opinions are formed or reasonably derived from or based

on their occupational duties with respect to the matter at issue in

the`case. Even though their opinions and supporting factual'bases

and reasons must be disclosed in detail in their report or statement,

they,are not required or expected to prepare and sign' a full report

containing the other information only required from retained ex-
perts: For example, in addition to the opinions and diagnoses
reflected in the plaintiff's medical records, a treating physician may
have reached' an opinion as to the cause of those injuries gained

while treating the patient. Those opinions may not have`been

noted in the medical records but, if appropriately disclosed, maybe

offered at trial without the wtrlcss having first prepared a full, re-

twined experrreport. ̀

Rule 26(a)(2)(8)-Limitations of Trial Testimony
Both of the revised subsections of Rule'26(a)(2)(B) relatingto

retained experts and other experts contain the same last sentence:

"The witness's direct testimony shall be limited to matters dis-

closed in detail in the report [or statement]."This is a new prove-

Sion based in part on the experience from CAPP and on the desire

to continue'holding down the cost of trial preparation. One of the

justifications for the perceived necessity to take evert depositions

is that trial'courts frequently do not limit experts to their'reports

at trial so that the deposition is necessary to uncover unreported

opinions`(or belatedly conceived opinions), which the trial judges

might allow in evidence.'
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With the revised rule, trial courts are instructed to limit;direct
testimony.'This does not preclude opinions for which the oppos-
ing party opens the door bycross-examining onopinions held by
the witness beyond xhose disclosed in the report or statement. Not
only does xhisprovide arule-based requirement that the`trial courts
limit testimony, but it also enforces the requirements' that reports
or statements in fact be complete. This limitation is also bolstered
by the supplementation requirements of Rule 26(e) inxhose sittia=
tions where depositions are taken.'

Ruie 26(b)—Discovery Scope and Limits
Before discussing the significant change in subsection 26(b)(1),

it is :important not;to overlook the opening :phrase of section 26(b):
"Unless otherwise modified by order of the court ...'; In other
words, the court is not bound to treat discovery in all cases the
same. Some cases may actually have more stringent limitations
placed on their discoveryxhan the presumptive limitations in sub-
section 26(b)(2). Conversely, larger and complex cases may need
and can be;given significantly more discovery than that which`is
set out as the presumptive discovery limitations, as appropriate.

Rule 26(b)(1)—In General
The amended portion of Rule 26(b)(1) is taken verbatim £rom

the new Federal Rulc. ~t makes one fundamental change and two
significant but lesser revisions to the prior Colorado Rule 26(b)(1)i
Pro~o~-tio~arrlity. Previously, there were four factors in Rule

26(b}(2)(T) far courts to consider when determining whetf7er good
cause existed to justify modif3~ing the presumptive limits on dis-
cover5~ The third of those factors was whether the expense of dis-
cover~y outweighed its likely benefit, "taking into account the needs
of the ease, the amount in controversy, the parties' resources, the
importance of the issues in the litigation, and the importance o£
the proposed discovery in resolving the issues."~s Very few reported
cases ever discussed this obscurely located provision.
In 2009, the ACTI,/IAALS Final Report lit the wildfire. Tt

stated "Proportionality should be the most important principle
applied to all discovery."39 Thereafter, proportionality ofdiscovery
bccaule a key issue aY the Dukc Conference.40 TF~en, the Federal
Rules Advisory Committee joined in, concluding that "What is
needed can be described in two words—cooperation and propor-
tionality—and one phrase "41 CAPP, along with many other pilot
projects, also incorporated the concept ofproportionality.`~~ When
the federal Rules Advisory Committee proposed itis revisions to
Rule 26(b)(] ), it lifted the list of factors to establish food cause
from Federal. Rule 26(b)(2).~~ It then specifically referred to this
language as involving proportionality, and placed it directly into the
very definition of what is discoverable. Thus, it is not enough any
longer t~ contend thatinformation is discoverable -simply because
it is relevant to a claim or;defense. Such information must also be
"proportional xo the;needs of the case."

In evaluating the "needs of the case," the Advisory Committee
also adjustedthe order of some of the factors to be considered
when determining proportionality. It switched the prder of"the
amount in controversy" and-"the importance of the issues at stake
in the action'so that the amount of money was listed after the im-
portance of the issues. This'change was made to place less empha-
sis on the amount of money;at stake as the leading factor (even
though all of the factors must be' considered if significant). The

Advisory Committee also moved the issue of whether xhe burden
ar expense outweighed the likely benefit of the addirional discovery
from being: a main issue in considering good cause (as phrased in
Federal Rule 26(b)(2)(G)(iii) and Colorado Rule 26(b)(2)(F)(iii))
to being simply. another factor to be considered. Thus, as revised,
the federal and Colorado provisions regarding the scope of discov-
ery are virtually identical and state:
Subject tothe limitarions and considerations contained in sub'-
sectiom (b)(2) of this Rule, parties may obtain discovery regard-
ing any matter, not privileged, that is relevant to the claim or
defense of any party and~roportional to the needs of the case, con-
sidering the importance of the issues. at stake'in the action, the amount
in controversy, .the parties'relative access to relevant information, the
parties' resources, the importance of the discover y in resolving the
issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery
outweighs its likely. benefit. (Emphasis added)
This new rule is patently. designed to limit "full discovery" in all

but the larger, more important and more complex cases. This is an
important brick in the new paradigm of.giving parties only what
they need rather than whatever they want.
The Supreme Court's 2015 Comments to Rule 26 emphasize

the case-by-case considerations that may iinplct proportionality.
All the listed factors should be thought about, but individual fac-
tors :may carry very different weights depending on the case and
claims. The amount in controversy may not be as much of a factor
as the desired enforcement of fizndamental civil or constitutional
rights. The public interest may demand resolution. of issues in the
case. In employment and professionalliability cases and for the
amount of damages,for example, the parties'rclarive access to key
information may prove to justify more discovery for one party than
to the other on selected issues.
Other limitations on the sco1ie of discovery. fn addition to the

requirement that discovery be proportional to the needs of the .case,
a second change in both the Federal and Colorado Rules was xo
delete the authority of a court to "order discovery o£any matter ref-
evant to the subject matter involved in the action," as allowed in
the previous version of Rule 26(b)(1). This, too, strikes a blow at
potentially,vast discovery of material even less directly relevant to
the specific claims and defenses of the lawsuit. Discovery as the
fishing expedition to find nut whether a party can uncover new
causes of action should no longer be available.
The third change in Rule 26(b)(1) is a clarification relating to

information that is not admissible at trial.The list sentence of this
section still allows discovery of information that may. not be admis-
sible,but only if the information sought is "within the scope of dis-
covery."Thus, such inadmissible information must still be relevant
to the parties' claims and;defenses, not just to the "subject matter
involved in the action," and must still be proportional to the needs
of the case.

Rule 26(b)(2)-Limitations (on Discovery]
This Rule retains Colorado's previous basic limitations an the

use of the various discovery devices. It retains the ability to expand
or contract the uses of those deices "for good cause shown,"but
also imports the proportionality factors of subsection (b)(1).
The only change is in subsection;(b)(2)(F)(iii)—the subsection

describing the factors to be,considered in determining "good
cause," and the subsection from which the. proportionality factors
were removed -for relocation;into subsection (b)(1). This new con-
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sideration in reworded (b)(2)(F)(iii), taken: verbatim from the pro-

posed-Federal Rule amendment, is whether the proposed addi-

tional discovery is "outside. the scope permitted by C.R.C.P.

26(b)(1)."However,'subsection (b)(2) specifically allows exceptions

io its limits on use of discovery methods forgood cause.Thus,xhis

factor in (b)(2)(F)(i ) does not mean that good cause cannot be

shown in situations if discoveryis'soughtbeyond subsection

(b)(1)'s scope of discovery. If the. broader discovery is sought, how-

ever,the other considerations in (b)(2)(F)(i), (ii), acid (iv) will need

to be' quite persuasive.:

Rule 26(b)(4)—TriaFPreparation Experts
De~iositions of Experts. The subject of expert depositions has,

from the beginning of CAPP, been a hoflydebated topic'Oppo-

nents'ofexpert depositions have argued thatwith requirements`for

disclosures of full expert reports and limiting their testimony to

what is disclosed in detail, depositions of experts are unnecessary,

expensive, and counterproductive:They argue that the main result

of deposing experts' is to "educate'and make'them smarter" and

better able to prepare for and to withstand cross-examination at

trial: Proponents of expert depositions counter that depositions

allowlawyers to get a feel for the quality of the expert as a person,

prospecrive witness, and expert in the designated field.They con-

tend that the added cost of the deposition is not great in the overall

expense of expert study and preparation, and that expert deposi-

tions'enhanee settlement once the lawyers have seen how well the

expert can withstand intense'examinarion.Finally, as noted above, a

number of lawyers claimed that deposirions were necessary because

they could not rely on the judges to limit the expert's testimony to

the report or summary.
Although the Civil Rules Committee ultimately recommended

that depositions for'retained experts should' be limited to' three

hours, the Supreme Court decided to apply the standard' of six

hours to all'experts'as well as to all other deponents: Because'of

the varying importance of expert testimony in cases, this``rule

specifically authorizes trial courts'to expand or limit deposition

time in accordance'with proportionality.
Disclosures and DiscoveryflboutthePre~aration ofEx~ert`O~in-

ions and Re1iorts. In 2010, Federal Rules 26(b)(4)(B) and (C)' were

added to preclude discovery`ofdrafts of expert reports or disclo-

sures made pursuant to Rule 26(a)(2) and to provide work-prod-

uctprotection to communications between a party's attorneys and

the party's retained experts'and the expert's assistants.The`discov-

erybar does` not extend to other information gathered by the

expert or to questions about alternative analyses or approaches to

the issue on which the experris testifying.` IDiscovery may extend

to communications relating to the expert's compensation for study

or testimony; facts 'and data provided by the attorney that the

expert considered in forming the opinions expressed; or assume-

tions that the attorney provided and the expert relied on.45 Among

other things, these rules were adopted to prevent game playing

with experts, such as'counsel telling ahem to never make' notes of

what they discuss, to not prepare and send drafts, and to always

make revisions to the original version of the report while deleting

all portions that had been changed.
After this amendment was adopted in the Federal Rules in

2010, the Colorado Civil'Rules Committee was prepared to rec-

ommend asimilar change. However, it decided thatsuch a change

might adversely impact the information that was to be gained from

the study of how LAPP worked and; therefore, the amendment

was not further considered until the study of LAPP was con-

eluded. Although there are slight variances in language between

new subsection 26(b)(4)(D) of the Colorado Rules and subsections

26(b)(4)(B) and.(C) of the Federal Rules, the=substance of,the

changes is'identical.

Rule 26(c)=Protective Orders
This Rule allows courts to issue a variety of protective orders to

protect against annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue

burden or expense. The new amendment to Colorado Rule 26(c)

(2); takenverbatim`from the amendment to Federal Rule 26(c)(1)

(B), now also gives courts the authority to allocate the expenses of

discovery. among the requesting and delivering parties' (or non-par-

ties) where appropriate: This amendment' does not mandate any

allocation, but simply adds this tool to the court's tool boxof alter-

natives.Indeed, the Committee Note relating to the Federal Rule

change provides that "recognizing xhe authority to shift the costs

of discovery'does'not mean that cost-shifting should become a

common practice," and that "[c]ourts and parties should continue

to assume that a responding party ordinarily bears the costs of

responding."46

Rule 26(e)—Supplementation of Disclosures,
Responses, and Expert Reports and Statements
A' provision has been added to the requirement to supplement

exert reports or statements where a party intends to have the

expert testif} on direct examination about matters disclosed f~~~ the

first time during the expert's depositiion, but that are not in the

expert's report or statement. The supplementation must be a spe-

cific description of the deposition,testimony to be offered and

relied on.This additionalsupplementatiion is intended to allow the

court to determine from the expert's Rule 26(a)(2) report and its

supplementation whether the direct testimony offered at trial has

ar has got been. properly disclosed. These provisions are designed

to avoid the court's need to read scattered portions. of the deposi-

tion before ruling on admissibility of the new testimony. It also

avoids the opponent arguing. surprise because it did not understand

what deposition testimony was going to be offered as additional

andadmissible expert testimony.
When the expert report is properly supplemented with this sub-

sequent deposition opinion testimony, Rulc ?6(e) instructs the trial

courts that those supplemented opinions tnusr he permitted, unless

the court finds drat the opposing party lips been usifairl}'prejudiced

by the failure to have made disclosure in the original expert report.

Rule 30—Depositions Upon Oral,Examination
The only changes of note in Rule 30'are contained in subsec-

tion 30(d)(2). They shorten the standard deposition for all witi-

nesses from one day' of seven hours to one day of six hours (unless

otherwise ordered by the court). With the usual practice now being

to clock deposition times to the' minute (not counting breaks for

consultation or bathroom breaks), seven hours has frequently

devolved into about ten hours ofactual time spent at the deposi-

tion Furthermore, many felt that six hours of solid time, leaving

out boilerplate questions, was still` normally sufficient to get the

genuinely necessary evidence. If more is likely to be needed; the
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parries should determine that before the deposition and request the
court's permission for more time.

Rule 33-Interrogatories
'After the`Civil Rules Committee agreed on the changesto Rule

34`forthe reasons described below, those changes seemed to be
equally applicable to responses to interrogatories. This, Rule"33(b)
was amended to add the requirements that objections to interroga`
tories specify the grounds for objection and to state whether
responsive information is being v~nthheld on the basis of the objec-
tion. Such objection also stays the need to answcz- those objection-
able portions pending a ruling by the trial court and without filing
a motion for a protective order.

Rule 34—Production of Documents
Over time, litigants have-developed t ie habit of malting a string

of boilerplate objections to requests for production of documents.
The objections are then incorporated verbatim, or by reference; at
the beginning of the response to each document request (To be
fair, these responses arc often invited by equally boilerplate defini-
tions and instructions in the opposition's z-egt~est,) Thus, the
requesting party has no real information about which of the objec-
bons are intended to apply or why they are being made. This rcon=
fusion can-then be aggravated by the boilerplate comment to the
effect that "notwithstanding these objections, and without waiving
them,. [defendant] is producing the'following documents.'' With
this response, the requesting party has no idea ~-vhethcr the respon-
der is providing all the documents it has or v~~hether it really is
withholding some of them-.and, if so, how n~ai~~~ are being with-
held and the basis on which the responder is refiising to produce
them.
Colorado :Rule 34(b) ~lnd Federal Rule s4(b)(2) are being

amended with virtually ic~ciitical language. First, the' amended rules
provide thati the response to each requesti must "state withs~~eci~-
ficity the grounds for- objecting to the request."The objections
must then be specific, not generic, and relevant to the precise
request to which objection is being made. Second, the amended
rules require that an objection state whether any responsive mate-
rials are actually being withheld on the basis of that, objection:
Separately, the rules are also being amended to allow production

of materials instead of offering inspection of the materials. Essen-
tially, this simply recognizes what has for many years been the
practice in most cases, at least where the produced documents` are
not especially numerous or burdensome.
Finally, Colorado Rule 34(b) adds a newpro~rision t~ clarify the

effect of a fairly common practice. When a party objects to pro-
duction of certain documents, it has been unclear whether the
objecting party also must request a protective order under Rule
26(c) or whether the requesting party must-file a motion to compel
production. The newly amended Colorado Rule no~v specifies that
an objection to production stays the obligation to produce. these
documents until the court resolves the objection and that no mo-
tion for protective order is necessary. Frequently, ~~hen the request-
ingparty receives an objection, especially if some responsive docu-
ments are produced, the requesting party will decide that it is un-
necessary to fight for more documents or the parties can reach an
acceptable compromise as to what documents will be produced.
Thus, it seems appropriate to await the requesting party's determi-

nation that it really is worth the effort to obtain the withheld doc-
uments ratherthan requiring the objecting party to move for pro-
tection and involve the court on matters that the requesting party
may no longer need.

Rule 37—Failure to Make Disclosure
or Cooperate in Discovery: Sanctions
Rule 37(a)(4)(A) and (B) have allowed cotuts to award reason-

able ex~e~~ses, including awarding attorney fees in favor of prevail-
ingparties and against opposing parties and their attorneys, unless
the court finds certain factors that ameliorate against such an
award, including "other circumstances that make an award of ex-
penses unjust." Experience leas shown that courts, which histori-
callyhave been unwilling to award inonetuy sanctions, have used
this latter escape valve to justify the lack of nlonetai~~ sanctions.
The CAPP rules, however, required that courts grant sanctions

"unless the coure makes a specific determination that failure to dis-
close in a timely and complete manner was justified under the cir-
ctunstances or [was harmless."47 Judges handling CAPP cases
fotuld this extra pressure to impose sanctions helpful in some
instances, although they still felt that encouraging compliance and
emphasizing that attorneys cooperate with each other was ulti-
mately more desirable.
After struggling with this dichotomy at some length, the sub-

committee of the Civil Rules Committee, the full Committee, and
ultimately the Supreme Court chose the path of encouraging
courts to be more aggressive with the imposition of sanctions, but
not to go as far as CAPP went. Thus, rather than making the mere
determination that ocher circumstances made monetaiysanctions
unjust—a Low standard for avoiding inonetar~ sanctions—Rule
3'7(a)(4)(A) and (B)1~verc amended to allow that reprieve from
imposing sanctions only where it would be manifestly unjust to
award monetary sanctions to the prevailing party.
Under these rules; however, courts may still decline to impose

sanctions where the movant did not make agood-faith effort to
obtain compliance before seeking court action or where the
accused part}' ~~as substantially justified for the nondisclosure,
response, or objecriot~.Indeed, those ~6ndings might trigger asane-
tio~i against the con~~laining party or its counsel This counYcr-
provision significantly izicreascs the pressure on parties seeking
these sanctions tc, meet, confer in person, and diligently endeavor
to reach areasonable resolution.
Conversely, Rule 37(c)(1) has authorized preclusion at trial or

for summary judgment of nondisclosed information required`to be
disclosed by'Rules'26(a) or (e), unless such failure is harmless.
Because it is so easy to articulate some kind of harm, this rule has
caused preclusion of evidence that failed to cause significant haxm
or where the harm caased by the nondisclosure would be substan-
tially outweighed by the harm resulting from preclusion. The
amended subsection 37(c)(1) prohibits preclusion as a sanction
simply upon allegations of some harm. Thus, preclusion for
nondisclosure may not be imposed where the failure has not and
will not cause significant harm or where tike preclusion is dispro-
portionate to the alleged harm.

Rules 54 and 121 § 1-22—Costs
Although only tangentially related to the issue of amending pre-

trialprocedures to increase access to the judicial system by advanc-
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ing the concept that cases should be just, speedy,: and inexpensive,

the Civil Rules Committee also submitted two amendments relat-

ing to,controlling costs awarded to prevailing'parties First, in Rule

54(d), as approved by the Supreme Court, awarded costs must be

reasonable considering any relevant factars that may include the

needs and complexity of the case and the amount in-controversy.

Second, Rule 121 § 1-22 is amended to allow hearings nn bills of

costis where the requesting party has identified the issues to be

heard'and where the'court has concluded rhata hearing would be

of material benefit to the cotu~t in ruling on the bill of costs.

Conclusion
With the revisions and aniendments to the forego}ng Rules,

Colorado has inovcd to address the increasingly severe problem o£

a litigation culture that appears to be driven by and has thrived on

frequently excessive demands for intarmation. "Chew demands can

add substantial unnecessary expense and foreclose the societal ben-

efits of efficient judicial systems for the peaceful resolution of~ dis-

putes ar~d wrongdoing. By encouraging and expediting a new cut-

tore focused on thP,genuine and limited needs o£ clients and. not

their (or their lawyers') desires-a culture trained in and dedicated

to the prompt and efficient handling of disputes-it is hoped that

civil litigation can indeed incorporate a new paracli~m.
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